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Archive Shuttle
Archive Migration - Made Easy

Archive Shuttle
Manage your Archive migrations between EnterpriseVault,
Exchange and Cloud-based solutions

Moving data between messaging systems
is a major IT challenge. While IT departments
need to reorganize the mail and archiving infrastructure, change the underlying storage or
integrate an acquired company, users need
continuous access to the corresponding data
without interruption.
ArchiveShuttle is the proven solution whenever
users and data need to be moved between
Enterprise Vault versions, sites or geographies.
It is also the first scalable solution to migrate
data between Enterprise Vault, Exchange Personal Archives and the leading “Archive-in-theCloud” vendors.

ArchiveShuttle supports all types of Enterprise
Vault Exchange archives:
Journal, Mailbox and Shared. For Journal
Archives, the envelope data will be maintained
during the migration.
You can filter the source data to move only a
subset of the data, change retention
categories and select what to do with the shortcuts after the migration.
The intuitive web interface puts you in full control
over your Migration project: You can manage
ArchiveShuttle centrally, monitor what it is currently doing and report on the overall progress.

Intuitive Web Based Admin Interface
Configure, operate and manage your migration from a central dashboard that can be securely published
for external access.
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Key Features
n

Migrate Enterprise Vault data
across Stores, Sites, Directories
and even different AD forests.
No matter what your Enterprise Vault
migration scenario is, Archive Shuttle
can handle it.

n

Migrate Enterprise Vault to
Exchange Personal archives and
Cloud-based solutions

n

Standard Workflows automate the
migration and avoid manual steps
in the process.

n

Define “Trigger Events” to manage
typical dependencies in your
Migration.
Select the Exchange “Mailbox move” as
a trigger for a fully automated archive
migration.

n

n

n

Multi-Stage migration with support
for media shipping
Customers with limited network bandwidth
can migrate to portable media and either
synchronize the ´delta´ over the wire or
complete a full offline migration.
Logging, Auditing and
Chain of Custody
Full logging and auditing is performed
during the migration, while message
hash codes provide a defensible chain
of custody.
Just Migrate what you need
Filter data during export based on age,
path, message class and shortcut
status.

ArchiveShuttle
covers all
common
migration
scenarios.
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How Migration Works
After ArchiveShuttle has been deployed, the first step is to add the source and target locations.
The system starts collecting the configuration information from these systems and prepares for
the mapping phase.
During the mapping process you decide which archives will be migrated and where they will be
migrated to. Furthermore you define whether a workflow will be used or if users are enabled for
instant migration.
Typical workflow for an Enterprise Vault consolidation(All steps customizable in Archive Shuttle)

Stage 1

Synchronize archives in both locations
Once a user is enabled for migration, the first stage of the workflow is
invoked:
If a target archive already exists for the
current user it will be selected, otherwise
a temporary archive is created in the target
Vault Store. Now ArchiveShuttle collects metadata about the items in the source archive.
Depending on the selected migration strategy
(Online, offline or hybrid), the export and
import of the corresponding items begin
simultaneously or in separate steps.

Once a migration run has completed, the workflow will re-run every 12 hours, keeping the
source and target archives synchronized. Newly archived items from the source will always be
transferred to the target.

Transition between Migration Stages
Once a user is fully synchronized with archives in both locations, we need to make the
final switch. This can be done either manually in the Web Interface or fully automated by
selecting a ´trigger event´.
If you are centralizing EV in parallel to an Exchange Migration project, you can select that
the move of the Exchange Mailbox to the target location initiates the final switch of the
user automatically.
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Stage 2

As soon as Stage 2 of the migration is initiated, the final part of the migration begins.
The mailbox of the user gets disabled for archiving in the source system, preventing new items
from being archived. Users can still access their archived items through Short-cuts, EV Search
or Virtual Vault.
Now we do a final check if all items in the source have been migrated to the target and if
necessary do a final export/import. The source and target are now 100% synchronized.
After mapping the temporary archive - created at the beginning of the process - to the
user, archiving gets enabled for the mailbox. Finally we update the shortcuts (and archived
appointments) in the user’s mailbox to point to the new archive and optionally delete the
source archive.
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